
Professional Experience

SDE Intern, Invact Metaversity

Admin Portal for LMS (web)

2022 – 2023
Bengaluru, India

Next Js, Typescript, Formik, React Query, React Table, React Beautiful DND

•Created and continuously maintained Invact's internal admin portal from the 
ground up, to automate all the aspects of students onboarding in Learning 
Management System (LMS) i.e from creating parallel courses with multiple 
modules and sections to assign specific set of students to specific courses, from 
tracking their progress to sending them nudges incase they are lagging .

Teacher Portal for Evaluation (web)
Next Js, Typescript, Formik, React Query, React Table, Chakra UI

•Collaborated closely with the evaluators to analyse their pain points during the 
evaluation process and with their valuable input, orchestrated a complete 
revamp of the evaluation workflow that automates the submission and 
evaluation of POWs (proof of work), leading to a remarkable time-saving 
efficiency gain of over 2000 hours for evaluators during each batch now.

Invact's New Marketing Site (web)
Next Js, Typescript, Chakra UI, Framer Motion 

•I had the privilege of being an integral member of the Invact 2.0 brand reveal 
team, where I embraced the challenge of crafting the brand new marketing 
site from its conceptualisation to its successful launch with improved page 
load time and seo in a remarkably short span of 2 weeks.

Projects

Run React, Online code editor
•An online code editor built with React and TypeScript, that can fetch packages from UNPKG and bundle 
them together blazing fast in the browser itself using ES Build.

Rave it, Social Media App
•A social media app built with React, Redux Toolkit, Styled Components, MongoDB and Express Js.

Armor, Ecommerce App
•An e-commerce app  built with React, Vanilla CSS, MongoDB, and Express Js.

Rakesh.Website, My portfolio
•A clean minimalist portfolio built with Next Js,Tailwind, Headless UI and Typescript.

Skills

JavaScript & Typescript | React & Next JS | Tailwind, Styled components, Framer Motion

NodeJS & Express | MongoDB with Mongoose & PostgreSQL with Prisma | Git & Github | AWS

Education

Masters in Computer Science, SCS (autonomous) college, (Utkal University) 2017 – 2019

Full Stack Web Development, NeogCamp 02/2021 – 10/2021

Rakesh Kumar
iamrakeshkumar@pm.me 7788908739 Bengauru,India rakeshh.vercel.app
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